Nissan sentra 2010

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I wish they would clean up
used vehicles before put on market to sell and fix things that were broken or missing. All in all I
guess is a good purchase. I have not driven it enough to know how well I like it. There are very
good on sale cars that is good you in the weather and they give good prices for vehicles.
Excellent service was nice and answered all my questions I will recommend people to buy from
them. Overall experience was great. Owner was accommodating, flexible, and extremely
professional. Would recommend to all. From the moment I inquired about the vehicle, test
drove, and completed the sale, was nothing but a positive experience. These gentlemen were
exceptionally nice and patient. I would recommend anyone purchasing a vehicle to visit this
dealer. Called about the car and they said they had it. Drove down 45 minutes to test drive it and
came back the next day and bought it. Great car and they even made sure it passed maryland
inspection. Definitely recommend. Very helpful even let me know when the car had been sold so
that I wouldn't have to drive the 2 hours just to learn it was already gone! Terrible experience.
Told us car was available, only to drive 1 hour from Boston and be told it was sold. The dealer
was very vague on the car's current status in regard to how good of shape it was in. They did
answer promptly but did not have any information on leaks, the status of the tires and general
service issues, for that reason I decided it was not worth pursuing since they were so far away
from me. Very prompt and yes they did reach out to me about details on this very nice looking
suv. Great experience They worked hard in getting you the car that you want. I recommend the
dealer. Did go see vehicle before I purchased another but there communication with me was 1st
rate. I haven't actually got the chance to purchase a truck off of these guys yet Friendly people
and I challenge you to compare prices and you will see that these people are serious about
getting your vehicle for a great price. I scheduled an appointment and had to wait when I arrived
which is fine. Customer service was subpar. I made an offer request and they did not respond,
except to tell me to call them. Yes or no would have been fine Disappointed they would not at
least acknowledge my offer. They did email me twice, but again, no acknowledgment of offer.
Courteous Salespeople, not pushy. Let me drive vehicles by myself. Still considering
purchasing. The 2. Unfortunately, the 2. The Sentra is an entry-level car, essentially a compact,
and as such should be considered with reservations in mind. The displays can wash out, the
seats lack support, and the suspension is nothing that will have you raving. However, the
combination of a hp, 2. The Nissan Sentra is a confusing entry in the company's model lineup.
Originally branded as a subcompact, the Versa has since taken up that mantle for Nissan,
pushing the Sentra into the entry-level compact slot. The EPA, however, considers the Sentra a
midsize, due to interior volume measurements. Regardless, this front-wheel-drive FWD
four-door sees several changes in , including a styling refresh, additional option packages, and
a new trim - the 2. Available with three engines and two transmissions across six trims, the
Sentra hopes to fill niches from economy to sport, with its high-performance minded SE-R Spec
V trim. Changes for include a new grille, inspired by the Altima's, as well as a revised lower
fascia and augmented headlights. Rear taillights are also new, although little changed.
Additional chrome trim is now found in the rear and on the sides as well. Inside, an optional new
stereo comes with an optional navigation system and now includes an iPod adaptor along with
USB inputs. A backup camera is also available on some models, and new red backlighting
highlights the speedometer and controls. The most prominent engine in the Sentra stable
powers the four 2. With hp, the 2. The six-speed manual transmission is a mess, giving no
benefit over the available CVT, which operates flawlessly. Additionally, the engine struggles at
load, with a raspy tone that intrudes harshly. The SE-R is equipped with a hp, 2. Its 2. The same
can be said of brakes and steering, as both are handled tolerably, but certainly nowhere near
setting the standard for the class. Room is ample for a compact, but lacking for a midsize, with
room enough up front for larger occupants, but cramping even those under 6 feet in the back.
Seats are comfortable, but lack the support needed for long trips, front and back. While controls
are well-placed and easy to operate, testers and owners alike have complained of difficulty
reading certain displays in bright light. New red backlighting graces the speedometer and
certain controls. Four stars were awarded for side crashes involving rear passengers and in the
rollover test. The Base 2. Final safety upgrades come in the SE-R, which gets four-wheel
antilock disc brakes. Owners have been relatively pleased with the evolution of the Sentra, and
the mid-model refresh has been similarly well-received. The lack of power in the 2. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see

cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Nissan Sentra listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Why Use
CarGurus? Nissan Sentra 2. The Nissan Sentra offers a roomy interior as well as respectable
fuel economy and power. However, it's a step behind the class leaders in terms of driving
dynamics and all-around desirability. The Nissan Sentra torpedoes the notion that economy
cars must have relatively cramped cabins. Despite this French connection, the Sentra retains
Nissan's trademark sporty-yet-functional interior design, including orange backlighting and a
nicely contoured steering wheel. However, its driving character is just so-so by the
ever-escalating standards of this segment. Under the hood, at least, the Sentra is plenty
competitive. Most models come with a solid 2. Standard on the uplevel SE-R is a 2. Nissan has
made a point of offering capable power plants across its model lineup, and the Sentra is no
exception. But unlike competitors that include the Honda Civic, Mazda 3 and Mitsubishi Lancer,
the Sentra's handling abilities are unremarkable. Even the SE-R models fall short of
segment-leading sport compacts, though they're certainly sharp enough to be entertaining. Yet
there's not the expected payoff in ride comfort, as the Sentra's suspension allows some
unpleasant impact harshness as well. Softly sprung economy sedans like the Hyundai Elantra
and Toyota Corolla do a better job here. Overall, the Nissan Sentra is a midpack small sedan -worth considering if the price is right, but not particularly desirable. We appreciate the Sentra's
technology offerings, including its new-for optional navigation system, but it takes more than
high-tech toys to hack it in this segment. The Sentra is not a bad car by any means; rivals like
the Civic, Elantra, Mazda 3 and Lancer just happen to be better all-around choices. The Nissan
Sentra is offered in six trim levels: 2. The base model 2. Add-ons for the base 2. The 2. Opting
for the 2. Many of the SL's standard features are available as options for the 2. Options available
for either S or SL trims include a sunroof, heated front seats, a rear spoiler, a trunk divider and
an eight-speaker Rockford Fosgate sound system with a six-CD changer. Leather upholstery is
available, but only on the SL. As with other Nissans, these options are grouped into larger, more
expensive packages. The Sentra SE-R trim level heaps on more amenities to the SL trim, but
keyless start, satellite radio and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls are available only as
options. Standard features for the SE-R include inch alloy wheels, more performance-minded
suspension tuning, larger brakes, a lower body kit, cloth sport seats, aluminum-trimmed pedals,
the SL's color-display stereo and gauges for oil pressure and G-force. The SE-R Spec V further
enhances the SE-R's sporting nature by adding higher-performance tires, an even firmer and
lower suspension, larger front brakes and racier interior trim. One drawback to the added
performance of the Spec V is a reinforcement brace that prevents the rear seats from folding.
Both SE-R models offer options like a sunroof and the Rockford Fosgate sound system, but
keyless ignition and entry are only available with the standard SE-R. A limited-slip front
differential is only available on the Spec V. A navigation system late availability with real-time
traffic is optional on the SL and both SE-R models, as is a back-up camera. Nissan Sentra 2.
Power is routed to the front wheels through a CVT or a six-speed manual gearbox base 2. The
Sentra SE-R models feature four-cylinder engines that displace 2. The regular SE-R cranks out
hp and lb-ft of torque, and a CVT with manual shift control is the only transmission available.
For those with more of an appetite for power and performance, the SE-R Spec V produces a
higher-revving hp and lb-ft of torque, and it's available only with a six-speed manual. In
performance testing, we clocked a Spec V from zero to 60 mph in a quick 6. The entire Nissan
Sentra line comes standard with front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags.
Antilock brakes are an option for the base 2. The higher-performing SE-R models come with
four-wheel disc brakes, while the others have rear drums. Stability control is standard on the 2.
In government crash testing, the Nissan Sentra earned a perfect five-star rating for front
passenger protection in frontal and side-impact crashes. Four stars were given for rear-seat
side-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Sentra its
highest score of "Good" for both frontal-offset and side impacts. Overall, the Nissan Sentra gets
the job done on the road. On smooth tarmac the ride quality is suitable, but when things get
rough, the Sentra's suspension lets a notable amount of impact harshness filter through.
Handling is forgettable in 2. Those looking for performance will gravitate toward the SE-R
models. Both variants are more at home in tight corners, but the Spec V is significantly sharper,
and its free-revving yet torque-rich engine delivers plenty of lively fun. However, compared to
other sport compacts in their price range, even the Spec V isn't especially fun to drive. Part of
the problem is its balky manual shifter, which feels awkward and imprecise relative to the slick
six-speed in the Honda Civic Si. Inside, the Sentra is recognizably a Nissan product, with the
company's trademark orange backlighting, sporty gauges and slick-looking but easy-to-use

controls. Impressive high-tech goodies like available navigation, iPod and Bluetooth
functionality sweeten the deal. Materials quality is decent and the cabin is surprisingly
spacious, comfortably accommodating taller adults in any seat. Smaller drivers, however, may
feel as though they're sitting in a cave due to the Sentra's high dashboard and beltline. The
non-telescoping steering wheel doesn't help driver comfort either. Trunk space is good for this
segment at It's easy to get lost in the middle. Overlooked and struggling to get attention just like
the usual middle child, the Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V knows a thing or two about being cast
adrift in nebulous middle ground. This high-performance variant of the Nissan Sentra is neither
a leader nor a laggard, falling in midpack when measured against its segment rivals. If you're
shopping the Spec V, you place a premium on athletic handling. This front-wheel-drive Nissan is
crisp and engaging compared to the other Sentra variants, but little has been done to develop it
as more attention-getting cars have appeared in the marketplace, among them the Honda Civic
Si , Mazdaspeed 3 , Mitsubishi Lancer GTS and Subaru Impreza WRX. That's not to say the Spec
V doesn't have its strengths. Its 2. In the end, the Spec V makes its bid for respectability based
on price and its Nissan brand, as its performance simply doesn't prove compelling enough to
compete against cars that have a higher profile in the marketplace. If you want a Nissan sport
sedan, then this is the one to have; but if you don't have brand loyalty, the Nissan Sentra SE-R
Spec V is likely to be overlooked. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Sentra. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Sentra
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Nissan Sentra receives a new optional navigation system
late availability that includes a 5-inch color screen and real-time traffic information. Other
tweaks include revised headlights and taillights for all models, a new grille and front fascia for
the 2. Also, the 2. Read more. Write a review See all 77 reviews. Poor acceleration and lots of
road noise at highway speed. Poor material used in interior. I have had three warrenty issues
and had to pay to replace brakes and rotors at 20k miles. The car has also had to be alligned
twice in the first year of ownership. I've had my Nissan Sentra for about two years now and I
love it! I previously owned a used Nissan Maxima, which had , miles and served me well, but I
was ready for something new. This is a very practical car -- good gas mileage, big trunk good
for golf clubs , and nice features auxiliary input for Ipod. The feel of a CVT took some getting
used to but now I really like it. The car has more power than other compact cars I've driven that
are rather gutless. I've had no major issues in the past two years -- just needed a replacement of
one sun visor while still under warranty. Read less. I got this car brand new and haven't had any
problems with it. I've almost driven the wheels off of it and it is still a reliable work horse. I'd buy
another one of I could! Great car!!! This is an interesting car. There are times I am
underwhelmed with it, other times I am really glad I decided to go with it. The size, comfort, and
ride of the car are some of it's best attributes. I bought the car because of the front seat. The
looks of the car appear to be polarizing. I like the looks compared to other cars in this class. As
a guy though, all I see are girls driving it around. The performance is pretty average. The CVT is
still an enigma to me, although I am fairly happy with it. The engine drone and tapping when
below 56 degrees I can do with out. I have gotten 38 on trips before. See all 77 reviews of the
Used Nissan Sentra. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Sentra. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. ONLY 66,
Miles! Our goal is to make sure that each of our customers receives the quality service that we
have built our name on. We offer a very extensive inventory available at competitive prices.
However, our support does not end after the initial sale has taken place. We take pride in
keeping your car in the same condition in which it rolled off the showroom floor. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Description:
Used Nissan Sentra 2. So buy with confidence. Aspen White Pearl Nissan Sentra 2. Odometer is

miles below market average! This vehicle has not had a Service Inspection or Reconditioning
performed, however, it has been fully detailed. If you would like to take this vehicle to a local
repair facility in the area or would like to bring a trusted mechanic for peace of mind, you are
more than welcome. SL Model! Leather Seats! Power Sunroof! Heated Seats! Runs and Drives
Great! Come in for a Test Drive! And now please beware of the newest scam started recently,
Dealers offering a "promotional price" and long as you purchase their Extended warranty at
regular price! You also do NOT need to finance to get this price! Performance Auto has been
selling quality pre-owned automobiles since October You will feel no pressure when you enter
our facility and meet one of our friendly sales representatives. All of the vehicles that we sell
have to be NYS Inspected! As a Certified Plate program dealer, we also have the ability to issue
new license plates or transfer your existing plates to your new vehicle. Please be aware of other
"so called dealers" that are selling vehicles on Long Island and using "out of state" dealer
licenses to avoid inspecting vehicles! We use state-of-the-art software to price our vehicles to
be the most competitive in the market. If you have found a better value, let us know about it. We
would love the opportunity to keep giving the best values in the market. Contact our Sales
Department at with your questions and to set up an appointment. Hendrick Affordable, Clean.
Brilliant Silver exterior and Charcoal interior, 2. Nissan 2. Serviced here, Locally owned and
traded here! This gives us many advantages over our competition. All of our pre-owned vehicles
have gone through a rigorous inspection process for your peace of mind. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall status prior
to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. This vehicle is backed by our 30 day, mile,
whichever comes first warranty! We stand behind this vehicle with a 30 Day Mile Powertrain
Warranty! Once you've chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort
through various auto loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also work
with all Credit Unions in the local area. Right off route Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. It has passed a thorough 50pt inspection by our experienced technicians to ensure the
vehicle is safe, and has been emissions tested where required by state law. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Blue Onyx Metallic Nissan Sentra 2. Looks
and drives excellent. Clean title and Carfax. Please call or text Carl at with questions and to set
an appointment for a test drive. Epresso Black Metallic Nissan Sentra 2. We have a professional
sales team and ASE certified technicians with many years of experience ready to serve your
automotive needs We understand shopping online to find the vehicle that fits your needs is a
small part of your goal. We know your 1 priority is to be confident and comfortable with
accurate representation in your transaction. Our goal is not to sell you a vehicle, its our vision
to earn a long standing relationship with our customers. We believe being a blessing to others
is a seed sown to be blessed. We know we are 1 in pricing and vehicle condition in the market.
Free Carfax reports are available for your convenience. We have an outstanding relationship
with our Lending Institutions and are extremely competitive with interest rates. Please Call us at
if you have any questions. Recent Arrival! Magnetic Gray exterior and Charcoal interior, 2. As
much as we like satisfying customers, we like keeping them even more. Check whether a
vehicle is subject to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. See carmax. At CarMax, finding
the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in
offer all from the comfort of home. Price assumes final purchase will be made in MA, and
excludes tax, title and tags. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this
vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check
nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Trim 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual Engine Type Gas
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 11, Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. New Listing. No accidents. Know The
Deal. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 11, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Poor acceleration
and lots of road noise at highway speed. Poor material used in interior. I have had three
warrenty issues and had to pay to replace brakes and rotors at 20k miles. The car has also had
to be alligned twice in the first year of ownership. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their

risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Sentra Change Vehicle. The Sentra is a pleasant
small sedan in everyday driving. It has a comfortable ride, a quiet cabin, a roomy backseat, and
a well-designed interior. But we found the Sentra tricky to control in a simulated emergency
maneuver, as it had a tendency to lose grip too easily and slide. Braking was also unimpressive.
There are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better.
Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive
kelsey brake controller wiring diagram
1988 samurai
96 73 powerstroke for sale
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

